Communicate instantly with individuals and groups.
Instant communication is critical when every second counts—whether you’re up against a project deadline or responding to an emergency. With Push to Talk Plus (PTT+), you can talk to a single field employee or groups of up to 250 people, with just the click of a button.

PTT+ runs on the Verizon Wireless network—America’s largest 4G LTE network. With one-second call setup and superior voice quality, Verizon PTT+ helps your business do more, faster.

More speed, more devices and more efficiency
Verizon PTT+ gives you advanced communication capabilities, including:

- **Reliable networks.** Verizon PTT+ offers far-reaching coverage your dispersed workforce needs to stay connected on the go.
- **Diverse coverage.** Verizon PTT+ works over nationwide 3G, 4G LTE and Wi-Fi networks, giving you extensive coverage and data capacity, so your people can communicate anytime, virtually anywhere.
- **Interoperability with Land Mobile Radio (LMR).** By using LMR networks, employees with radios can communicate with those without radios. And this saves you the cost of adding new radios, frequencies or sites to the existing network.
- **A wide selection of popular smartphones and basic devices.** Choose from basic devices and ruggedized and nonruggedized smartphones, including Android™ and Apple® platforms, and select tablets.
- **Fast call setup and reduced latency.** Approximately one-second call setup and low latency allow you to easily select your contact or group name and start speaking right after you push the talk button. It’s that fast.
- **Large group-calling sizes and contact assignments.** Instantly connect with up to 250 people simultaneously, eliminating the need to reserve conference numbers and waiting for participants to join. You can also create individual contacts.¹
- **Superior voice quality.** Verizon PTT+ ensures that each and every conversation is crystal clear, so you don’t miss a word. ²
- **Dispatch Console for easier workforce communications.** Make and receive calls directly from a PC-based Dispatch Console. You can also monitor groups, get real-time workforce presence information, record calls and access call history and activity logs.
- **Group management, group roles and group calling.** Create up to 150 groups with up to 250 members each. Manage setting for groups, such as allowing for sending and receiving, or send or receive only. And call groups to quickly communicate with multiple employees at once.
- **Group broadcasting.** Reach up to 500 people at once when you create a Broadcast Group.
- **Cross-carrier calling.** With this feature, users on a different network can load and use PTT+ on their devices, ensuring everyone on your team is connected.
- **Late join/rejoin capabilities.** Participants can conveniently join or rejoin a group call, even after the meeting has started or if they accidentally drop.
- **Robust online contact management tools.** When you make modifications, contact lists on all assigned PTT+ devices are automatically updated in real time to your entire organization.²
- **Scalability.** PTT+ can adapt to most organizations’ operational structures, making setup quick and easy.
- **Talker priority.** PTT+ group functionality allows a participant to be assigned the role of “supervisor” to keep group calls on task and productive.
We create connections.
Technology is at the core of everything we do. With a proven track record of fast connectivity and decades of experience, Verizon has the tools and capabilities to help your workforce.

Connectivity
We ensure consistent connections over the nation’s largest and most reliable 4G LTE network.

Speed
PTT+ gives you fast call setup—approximately one second—and minimal latency.

Quality
Get better voice communications for rugged, mission-dependent, covert and often high-risk environments.

Interoperability
Interoperability with existing PTT services and equipment gives you easier, cost-effective migration to 4G LTE.

Helping government agencies deliver a safe and rapid response.

To keep citizens safe, states must be able to quickly connect with departments, agencies and mobile workers where and when they need them. Verizon Push to Talk Plus (PTT+) runs on 3G, 4G LTE and Wi-Fi networks\(^1\) to deliver comprehensive coverage and reliable real-time connectivity, whether users are in densely populated urban neighborhoods or at remote job sites. With PTT+, dispatchers can instantly communicate with one driver at the push of a button.

The network matters.
PTT+ is available on America’s largest 4G LTE network: Verizon Wireless.

Learn more.
To learn more about Verizon PTT+ for your business, please contact your Verizon Wireless business specialist or visit verizonwireless.com/pushtotalkplus

1. Dependent on the device selected.
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